
Mrs Sim - Curriculum Overview - Term 1 2021/22
Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

English Unit 1.1: Stories with repetitive language Unit 2.2: Traditional Tales from different
cultures

Maths
Numbers 1-100

Addition and
Subtraction

Time
Addition

Subtraction and
Doubles

Number Patterns
and Place Value Measurement Multiplication and

Division Fractions Statistics

IPC

Brainwave
Our brain is special because we can use it to learn lots of new
and different things every day, enabling us to gain the knowledge,
skills and 0understanding that we will need to become successful
adults. By finding out more about how we learn, and how we can
improve the way that we learn, we will be better equipped for
meeting the many challenges ahead of us.

If You’re Happy and You Know It
In You're Happy and You Know It, we will be learning about being
mindful and looking after our wellbeing. We will be learning about
different feelings and how we deal with them.
We will need to be artists, therapists (thought partners) and
dancers to be able to learn more about ourselves. What
strategies could we learn to stay calm and happy? We are all
different, but it is important to keep our bodies and minds healthy
by looking after our well-being.

The Circus is Coming to
Town!
Have you heard the saying ‘laughter is the
best medicine’? Laughing and having fun
are such an important part of our lives. We
all love being entertained and enjoying
ourselves. For a very long time, the circus
has been a place where people, from
many parts of the world, go to be
entertained, laugh and have fun.

Art Warm and cool colours Feelings and emotions The circus is in town

Korean -안녕하세요? 이름이 뭐 예요? (Hi, what is your name?)
-이게 뭐 예요? (What is this?)

-네 포도예요 (Yes, it is grape)
-여기가 어디 에요? (What is the place for?)

Music
We can sing

In this unit, learners will explore, engage and experiment with songs, with a focus on enjoying making music together. Learners will share their favourite songs, use movement to
explore pitch (higher and lower sounds), dynamics (stronger and softer sounds) and tempo (faster and slower sounds). They will also experiment with making different sounds.

P.E

Unit 1.2: Time for an adventure
In this unit, the students will primarily develop social skills and initiative by engaging in a variety of
adventure-based games and activities. These activities will involve individual and group work that focuses on
the use of large apparatus and small equipment, trails and sometimes animal themes. Through these activities,
learners will develop their movement, planning and problem-solving skills alongside their listening and speaking
skills. Learners will also consider safety and risk at regular intervals.

Unit 2.1: Controlling objects in-game context
In this unit, a key focus is learners’ development of object control
skills in game contexts. Through play-based experiences,
individually and in groups, they participate in and create tasks
and challenges for themselves and others. In particular, they are
guided to develop their sending and receiving skills, and their
striking and aiming skills. Learners’ knowledge and
understanding of roles, rules, and tactics are also promoted.

PSHE What is the same and different about us? What is bullying?



Week 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

English Unit 2.2: Traditional Tales
from different cultures

International Week Unit 1.3:Traditional Rhymes

Maths Money
Numbers 1-100

Addition and
Subtraction

International Week Shape, direction
and movement

Shape, direction
and movement Statistics

Numbers 1-100
Addition and
Subtraction

Assessment and
Review

IPC The Circus is Coming to
Town! (Continued)

International Week The Circus is Coming to Town!

Art The circus is in town International Week The circus is in town

Korean -방에 고양이가 있어요
(The cat is in the room) International Week -어디에 있어요?

(Where is it?)
-워싱턴에 살아요 (I live in Washington)

-우리 엄마예요 (This is my mom)

Music Water, water, everywhere International Week
Water, water, everywhere

In this unit, learners will explore how to represent water in sound and movement. They will continue to sing
so/mi songs with actions.

P.E Controlling objects in-game
context (continued) International Week

Unit 1.3: Body Management through gymnastics

This unit will help to develop the students’ gymnastics knowledge, skills and understanding through individual, pair and group
activities that focus particularly on their body management skills in rotation, balance and flight actions. Learners’ confidence
and movement competence will be promoted through progressive tasks and activities that develop from floor to apparatus.
Learners will be guided to enhance their creativity in composition work by applying changes in space and dynamics. They will
regularly develop their descriptive language in relation to movement, and have opportunities to evaluate their own and others’
actions and sequences.

PSHE What is bullying? International Week What helps us stay healthy?


